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All-sky TV images of wave structure in the near-infrared hydroxyl (OH) nightglow emission were
recorded over a 3-month period during May, June, and July 1988 from a high-altitude site at the
Mountain Research Station (40.0ø N, 105.6ø W, 3050 m), near Nederland, Colorado. Well-defined,
coherent wave patterns associatedwith the passageof short period (<1 hour) gravity waves were
observed on a total of 22 occasions. The wave motions exhibited similar spatial and temporal
properties during each month but a distinct tendency for northward propagation(68% of the wave
azimuthswithin + 40.0øN), with someeastwardmotion in May and June, was observedthroughoutthe
campaign. Although it is theoretically well known that upward propagatinggravity waves can be
blocked at a critical layer producedby the interaction of the waves with the horizontal background
wind, observational evidence of this phenomenon is rare. To investigate the possibility that the
asymmetry in the wave propagationdirectionswas causedby the critical layer, a model based on mean
climatologicalbackgroundwinds and numerical tidal wave modes valid for any mid-latitude site and

timeof the yearwasconstructed
to showthe regionsforbiddento upwardgravitywavepropagation
from critical layer theory. These "blocking diagrams" which vary with height and time were
constructedfor the OH altitude (---87 km) for the present paper. Comparison of the predicted (i.e.,
least restricted) and the observed directions of the wave motion show almost complete agreement.
This suggeststhat middle atmosphericwinds can play an important role in determiningthe flux and the
azimuthal distribution of short-periodwaves reachingthe upper atmosphere.

1.

INTRODUCTION

et al. [1987, 1991a, b], Taylor and Henriksen [1989], and
Taylor and Hill [ 1991]).
In recent years the importanceof small-scale,short-period
Low light images of the nightglow emissionsprovide an
gravity waves on the dynamics of the upper atmospheric excellent method for remote sensing the two-dimensional
circulation has been recognized [Fritts and Vincent, 1987]. spatialand temporal evolution of short-periodwave motions
Observations of the bright infrared hydroxyl (OH) Meinel over a large geographic area and with a high temporal
band emissions, which originate from a well-defined layer resolution [Taylor et al., 1987]. The data give important
centered at an altitude of--•87 km [Baker and Stair, 1988], information on the occurrence frequency, horizontal wavehave proved most useful for investigatingthese waves.
lengths, and apparenthorizontal phasevelocities of the wave
Initially, the properties of the short-period waves were perturbation. These facts together with the geographical
difficult to determine using spectrometric and single-point location, shape, orientation, and time of the displays have
photographic measurements. Indeed it was not until Peter- been most helpful in investigating potential wave sources
son and Kieffaber [1973] obtainedphotographicevidence of [Taylor and Hapgood, 1988; Taylor and Edwards, 1991],
wavelike structure at near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths that many of which are thought to originate in the lower atmotheir true extent was first appreciated.Since then there have sphere.
been severalphotographicand low light TV investigationsof
Several attempts have been made in the past to associate
wave structure in the NIR OH and other nightglow emis- various upper atmosphericwave phenomena with meteorosionsat high, medium, and low latitudes (see, for example, logical disturbances(see, for example, Hines [1968], KrassMoreels and Herse [1977], Crawford et al. [1978], Peterson
ovskyand Shagaev [ 1977],R6ttger [ 1977],Freund and Jacka
[ 1979], Hapgood and Taylor [ 1982], Herse [ 1984], Clairemidi
[1979], Hung et al. [1979], Chiu and Sharp [1981], Gavrilov
et al. [1985], Armstrong [1986], Adams et al. [1988], Taylor
and Shved [1982], Taylor and Hapgood [1988], and Taylor
and Edwards [1991]). However, for various reasons, only a
1Previously
at Physics
Department,
TheUniversity
of Southamp- few of these investigations have succeeded in positively
ton, Southampton,England.
identifying individual wave sources.
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To investigate the gravity wave morphology over an
extended time interval, a series of measurements were
Paper number 92JA02604.
0148-0227/93/92JA-02604505.00
recorded over 3 consecutive months during May, June, and
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July 1988. The observationswere made as part of the Middle
Atmosphere Periodic Structure and Associated Radiance
(MAPSTAR) program and revealed similar spatial and temporal properties for the wave displaysobserved during each
month, but a distinct tendency toward preferential directions
of motion which varied from month to month was noted. The

apparent asymmetry in the propagation headings of the
gravity waves is due to the presence of critical layers which
can occur at any height level where the horizontal wind
velocity alOng the direction of the horizontal wave vector
equals the horizontal phase velocity and the intrinsic frequency is Doppler-shifted to zero. At the critical layer height
a horizontal surfaceregion can be constructedto give a polar
plot (a "blocking diagram") showingthe range of azimuthal
angles and speeds of gravity waves forbidden from further
upward propagation [Ryan, 1991; Ryan and Tuan, 1991].
Gravity waves with horizontal phase speedsand directions
within this region would encounterheavy absorptionfrom a
large number of diverse and relatively unstructuredmechanisms [Booker and Bretherton, 1967; Hazel, 1967; Jones,
1968; Fritts and Geller, 1976; Fritts, 1978, 1979; He et al.,
1990, 1991] as they approach the critical layer. Gravity
waves with horizontal phase velocities outside this region
would not encounter a critical layer and should be observable.
In the absence

of detailed

simultaneous

ments we have first constructed

a model

wind

measure-

of the zonal and

meridional wind profiles for each month using the latest
climatological information [Forbes, 1982a, b; Forbes and
Gillette, 1982; Barnett and Corney, 1985; Fleming et al.,
1988; Fleming and Chandra, 1989; Forbes and Vial, 1989;
Chandra et al., 1990]. This model gives the mean wind
profile for any geographiclocation and month of year from
which we then construct the blocking diagramsjust mentioned. In this paper we discussthe constructionof the wind
profiles and show how the blocking diagramsare computed
for a given site, height, and time of the year (hour of the day
and month). The results of the protracted OH image measurementsare then compared with the model calculationsto
investigatethe effectsof wind filtering on the propagationof
short-periodgravity waves into the upper atmosphere.

patterns were observed on 22 occasions during this time.
Figure 1 showsa good example of a well-definedOH pattern
with near east-west aligned wave fronts extending over the
whole camera field. The image was obtained on July 10 at
0510 UT during a "bright night" display [Hoffmeister, 1952]
when similar waveforms were also detected in the OI (557.7
nm) nightglow emission (which originates at --•96-km altitude) [Offermann and Drescher, 1973] and at visible wavelengthsby the dark adaptedeye. The clarity of the individual
structureswas best to the north and south of the optical site,
but fainter, similarly oriented waveforms were also present
in the zenith. The bright band intersectingthe wave display
at an acute angle is the Milky Way. Some discrete meteorological clouds (dark areas) can be seen at low elevations to
the north and west. An increase in sky brightness due to
scatteredlight from cities on the Colorado plains to the east
is also evident. Data were obtained for approximately 4
hours this night, but after 0640 UT the recordings were
limited by meteorologicalclouds. During this time the pattern remained

extensive

and uniform

and moved toward the

north. The high contrast and large apparent spatial extent of
the display imaged on this occasionwas quite unusual. Most
of the wave patterns recorded during the campaignwere less
conspicuousand usually appeared as a set of well-formed
elongated structures occupying a finite but variable area of
the camera field (see Figure 2).
The data have been analyzed to determine the geographic
location and orientation of the wave patterns and where
possible their horizontal phase speeds. The all-sky images
were calibrated in terms of elevation and azimuth using the
right ascensionand declinationof several known starswithin
the camera field [Hapgood and Taylor, 1982; Lanchester,
1985]. Ground maps showingthe position and motion of the
waveforms

as a function

of time were then calculated

for

each display (assumingan emissionaltitude of 87 km), from
which their average horizontal wavelengths and velocities
were determined. Figure 2 showssix example maps (two for
each month) illustrating the diversity in location, apparent
spatial extent, orientation, and motion of the displays. The
maps are centered on the mountain research station and
showColorado and adjoiningstates.Typically severalwaveforms were detected within the camera field at any one time,
but sometimesmany more coherentforms were present. The
2.
OH OBSERVATIONS
general direction of motion of each display is indicated by
All-sky observationsof the NIR nightglowemissionswere the arrows. Only those waveforms that subtendedelevations
made from the C1 site of the Mountain Research Station,
significantlygreater than 5ø are plotted.
near Nederland, Colorado (40.0øN, 105.6øW, 3050 m), using
The results of the image analysisare listed in Table 1. The
a modified Image Isocon TV system capable of obtaining azimuth of the wave motions (i.e., the normal to the wave
good quality images of wave structure with an integration fronts) was determinedfrom the groundmapsto an accuracy
time of typically 2-5 s [Taylor et al., 1987]. The camera was of about -+5ø. This represents the dominant direction of
fitted with a Nikon 8 mm, f/2.8 "fish eye" lens and a Schott motion of each pattern measured over a time interval of
RG715 filter. The combined response of this filter with the typically 0.5 to 4 hours during the nights (depending upon
upper wavelength cutoff of the camera tube (type S25) observingconditions). However, at any given time, individlimited the band pass (at half maximum) of the observations ual waveforms often exhibited considerable spread about
to 715-810 nm. This region of the nightglow spectrum is this direction (see Figure 2). Due to changesin the seeing
dominated by several OH Meinel band emissionswhich have conditions (particularly in June) it was usually easier to
an integrated emission intensity of typically 2.0 kR determine the orientation and direction of motion of the
[Llewellyn et al., 1978]. Wave structure was detectable at all wave pattern than it was to accurately measure its speed.
azimuthsup to a range of--•600 km (limited by local horizon) Nevertheless, velocity measurementswere obtained on 14 of
whichcorresponds
to a nominalsearchareaof---106km2 the 22 displays detected during the campaign. Several mea(assumingan emissionaltitude of 87 km). Observationswere surements were made from the ground maps to determine
made during three consecutive new moon periods; May the average speed for each display. The spread in the
11-22, June 7-22, and July 9-18, 1988. Coherent wave individual measurementswas used to provide an estimate of
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Fig. 1. All-sky image showing coherent near-infrared (NIR) wave structure extending over the whole camera field.
Geographic north appears at the bottom of the picture. The data were obtained on July 10 at 0510 UT using an
integration time of 1.5 s. Similar waveforms were also imaged in the OI (557.7 nm) nightglow emission and to the north
several bands were visible at low elevation to the dark adapted eye. (Note the dark region near the center of the image
is due to a defect in the camera tube.)

the error in each case (see Table 1). On two occasions (June
20-21 and July 12) a second wave motion was also detected
during the course of the night and both setsof measurements
are reported here. Each month shows a clear preference for

were used for the background winds and numerical model

wave propagationgenerally toward the north (in total 68% of
the wave azimuths were within _+40.0øN). In May and June,
several displays also exhibited significanteastward motion.
In July the northward motion became even more restricted
in the azimuth range (83% within _+30.0ø N) with only one
exception of a wave pattern moving toward the southeast.In
particular none of the displays observed during this campaign exhibited strong westward componentsof motion.

The zonal background wind was obtained from the
monthly mean zonal wind tables of Fleming et al. [1988]
which are discussed by Fleming and Chandra [1989] and
Chandra et al. [1990]. The meridional background winds
were calculated from the monthly amplitudes and phases of

3.

THE WIND

In the absence

of suitable

PROFILES USED

wind

measurements

we have

data for the tidal modes.

total wind = background + tidal wind

"wave 1" and "wave2" of the meangeopotential
height
given by Barnett and Corney [ 1985]. This wind component is
often termed the meridional geostrophic wind [Fleming et
al., 1988]. The sum tidal modes were calculated from tabulated values for their amplitudes and phases using the
equation

constructed a model [Ryan, 1991; Ryan and Tuan, 1991] for
deriving wind profiles at any site (latitude and longitude)and
time (hour of the day and month of the year) using the latest
available information on the backgroundwinds and the solar
diurnal and semidiurnal

tides and the lunar semidiurnal

tide.

Background Winds and Tidal Oscillations
To calculate the magnitude and direction of the total wind
at any given height, the background wind and three predominant atmospherictides (solar diurnal (SD), solar semidiurnal
(SSD), and lunar semidiurnal(LSD)) were added together in
the zonal and meridional directions. Climatological data

(1)

tidalwind
= ZA i COS

(t -- •bi)

(2)

i

where i is summed over each of the SSD, LSD, and SD

componentsand A i is the amplitude, •bi is the phase, T i is
the period of the tide (i.e., 24 hours for SD and 12 hours for
SSD and LSD), and t is the local time. The SSD amplitudes
and phaseswere obtained for each month using the Forbes/
Vial

Model

Tides

1988. This information

is available

from

the NCAR CEDAR Data Base [1990] and is discussed by
Forbes and Vial [1989]. The data consist of monthly aver-
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lessimportantthan the zonal wind and at this heightlevel the
tidal componentsdominate, a linear extrapolation was employed to extend the meridional wind to 100 km.

-

Wind Profiles for Colorado Campaign 1988

Wind profileswere computedfor ihe optical site at the

o'g:45UT
I c•'o 21F-•'stMountain Research Station for May, June, and July at local
(c)

'

(d)

•.RAs•

........
NEBRASKA

WYOMING

JUNE

08:45UTI
oo,o,o

o7:OUTI
oo,o,oo
12ost

midnight. Figure 3 shows the total zonal and meridional
componentsfor each of these months (dashedcurves). For
comparison, wind profiles for December are also plotted
(solid curve) to illustrate the difference between summerand
winter solsticeconditions. The zonal profile shows a steady
westward wind during the summer months at stratospheric
and mesosphericlevels with a peak amplitude at ---65 km

increasing
from---30m s-• in Mayto greater
than60m s-•
in July. During the winter months the wind reverses direction, creating strong eastward motion of greater than 80 m

,NEBRASKA

s-• overan extended
regionin the middleatmosphere.

The meridional wind is strongly influenced by the tidal
components and grows significantly in amplitude with
height. It is substantially weaker than the zonal wind
throughoutthe middle atmosphere(note the changein horizontal scale for the wind amplitude) and the summer and
winter are generally180øout of phasewith each other due to
Fig. 2. Groundmapsshowingthe geographiclocationand ori- changesin the tidal oscillations.The contributionof the tidal
entationof six OH wave patterns(two for each month). The black motions(Figure 4) are not importantin the lower atmosphere
spotnear the center of each map marksthe locationof the optical (below 40 km) and they only begin to play a significantrole
site and the arrows show the direction of motion of the displays.A
total of 22 displayswere recordedduring the campaign.The maps (particularlyaffectingthe meridionalwinds) at mesospheric
JULY

106:42U•
COLORAO0
115th

were plotted assumingan emissionaltitude of 87 km.

heights.
4.

ages and is given from latitude 88ø south to 88ø north at 2ø
intervals from the ground level to 110 km. Amplitudes and
phasesfor the SD and LSD componentsare not availableon
a monthly basis and values for solsticeand equinox condi-

The Doppler-Shifted Frequency

The theory of gravity wave absorptionat critical layers is
well developed (see, for example, Booker and Bretherton

tions were used [Forbes, 1982a, b; Forbes and Gillette,

TABLE 1. Colorado Campaign 1988 OH Data Analysis

1982].These tablesprovide amplitudesand phasesfrom 0øto
78ø latitude at 6ø intervals from ground level to 400 km.
Analysis of the Cimatological and Numerical Data Model

THE MODEL FOR CRITICAL LEVEL BLOCKING DIAGRAMS

Date
UT

The zonal and meridional wind profiles for a given height May 13
May 14
and geographicsite were determinedby linear interpolation May 15

between the available tabulated values for (1) immediate
above and below the height of interest and (2) locations in

the immediate surroundingsof the site of interest. The tables
of wind profilesuse different height intervals dependingthe
amplitudesand phaseswere interpolatedseparatelyand the
profiles computed from the resultant data points. In the
secondmethodthe profileswere computeddirectly usingthe
tabulated data and then interpolated to produce the wind
components.As expected, both approachesgave very similar results. Profilesmay be computedfor any hour of the day
and for each month of the year [Ryan, 1991;Ryan and Tuan,
1991].

As the SD and LSD tidal componentsare only available
for equinox and solsticeconditions,wind profilesfor months
such as March and April currently utilize the equinox data,
while May and June employ the summer solstice data. It
should be noted that the first available data point for the
meridional backgroundwind occursin the stratosphereat 17
km. For the meridionalcomponentthe highestavailabledata
point occurs at 85 km. Since the meridional wind is much

May 16
May 17
May 21
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

9
12
15
16
17
18
20

June 21

July 10
July 12
July 15
July 16
July 17
July 18

Day (UT)
Number
Velocity

Wave
Azimuth
---5ø

Observed
Phase Speed
m/s

134
135
136
137
138
142

90
120
0
20
40
125

30 ñ 2
'"
21 ñ 2
28 ñ 2
22 ñ 4

161
164
167
168
169
171
172a
172b
173a
173b

20
10
0
105
15
55
15
340
80
20

"'
"'
'"
'"
22 ñ
'"
5 ñ
42 ñ
18 ñ
14 ñ

192
194
197
198
199
200

15
30
335
140
345
0

20 ñ
23 ñ
"'
28 ñ
32 ñ
37 ñ

1
2
2
3
3

1
3
2
4
3

List of the azimuth of the wave motions (i.e., the normal to the
wave fronts) and their observed phase speedsfor the 23 displays
recordedduringthe campaign.On two occasions(June20 and June
21), two wave patternswere observedduringthe courseof the night.
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Fig. 3. Modelresultsshowing(a) the totalzonalwindcomponent
and(b) the total meridionalwindcomponentas
a functionof heightfor December,May, June,andJulyat localmidnight.Note the differencein scalesbetweenthe
zonalandmeridionalwinds.(Unlessotherwisestated,all of theplotspresentedherewere computedfor the opticalsite
at local midnight (0600 UT).)
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Fig. 4. Zonalandmeridionalwindplotsshowingtheeffectof the sumtidalmodesonthetotalwindcomponent
(i.e.,
background
plustides).The zonalwindsare dominatedby the background
component,but the meridionalwindsvary
significantlywith the tidal motions.
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Although downward reflections from any critical layer can
be significant[He et al., 1990, 1991], they do not affect the
OH layer if the sourcesare located in the lower atmosphere.
Polarplots (blockingdiagrams)with Vx as the radiusand qbas
the polar angle were then constructed to show which directions and magnitudesare restricted for gravity wave propagation up to OH altitudes.
Blocking diagrams [Ryan, 1991; Ryan and Tuan, 1991]
were plotted for each month using the wind profiles derived
for the Colorado optical site. As expected, each plot (see
section 5) shows a forbidden region for westward wave
propagationdue to the strongzonal winds in the stratosphere
and lower mesosphere. The blocking effect increases considerablyin "area" from May to July, eventually restricting
all westward propagatinggravity waves with observedphase

-20

speeds
below--•65m s-• . Someblocking
alsooccursto the

,

I

-60

,

I

,

-40

I

-20

I

0

20

,

I

40

,

I

eastduringthese3 months.This is mainly due to zonal winds
below 20 km and is much less than the westward blocking.
Wave propagation toward the north and south is generally
much less restricted. Due to the tidal modes the blocking
diagramscan vary at different hours of the day (see Figure

,

60

W

9).

E

Fig. 5. Blocking diagram for May at 85 km. The shaded area
indicates the magnitude and direction of the restricted region for
wave propagation to OH heights. The solid arrows show the
magnitudeand direction of the wave motions observedduring this
month, while the dashed arrows indicate direction only.

[1967], Hines and Reddy [1967], Hazel [1967], Jones [1968],
Fritts and Geller [1976], Fritts [1978, 1979], and He et al.
[1990, 1991]). Gravity waves propagating energy upward
from the lower atmosphereare absorbedinto the mean flow
(and by other mechanisms) as they approach a "critical
layer" where the intrinsic frequency of the wave is Dopplershifted to zero. This situation may occur at any height level
when the local horizontal wind speed along the direction of

5.

RESULTS

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the blocking diagrams for May,
June, and July at local midnight for the observation site. The
figures were computed for a height of 85 km. This is just
below the nominal peak of the OH emission(--•87 km, half
width 5-8 km) and each plot therefore represents the cumulative effects of wave blocking for all heights up to and
includingthe base of the OH layer. For clarity the restricted
regions for wave propagation are indicated by the shaded
areas. Superimposed on each of these diagrams are the
average horizontal propagation directions and magnitudes

propagationequals the observed horizontal phase speed of
the gravity wave (which remains constantwith altitude). The
Doppler-shiftedfrequency, 12,due to the horizontal wind V0
is given by

12 = w - kxVox

(3)

/

/

/

/

/

where rois the sourcefrequency, kx is the magnitudeof the
horizontal wave vector, and Vox is the componentof V0
alongVx. Equation (3) can be rewritten as

/

i

/

12=
w(1
_Vox] (4)
Vx]

-20

where Vx is the observed horizontal phase speed of the
wave. Thus at the critical layer when Vox --> Vx, 12 --> O.
Equation (4) can be expressed in terms of the zonal and
meridional componentsas [Wang and Tuan, 1988]

\

\
\

\

\

-40

\

\

\\

\

%-

\

.../'/

/

-60

( Vz
cøS
ck
+Vm
sin
c))

12 = w 1 -

(5)

Ux

where Vz and Vm are the zonal and the meridionalwind
components.

Equation (5) was used to determine the forbidden regions
defined by 12 -< 0 at any height below the peak of the OH
layer for each propagationdirection •band phasespeedVx.

,

I

-60
W

,

I

-40

I

-20

0

20

40

•

60
E

Fig. 6. Blockingdiagramfor Juneat 85 km. For comparisonthe
results are plotted on the same scale as Figure 5. Frequent changes
in the observingconditionsduring this month limited the velocity
measurementsof several displays to direction only.
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Kieffaber [1973], Moreels and Herse [1977], Armstrong
[1986], Taylor et al. [1987]). On occasions these displays
have been associatedwith the passageof short-period (< 1
hour) gravity waves through the nightglowlayers. Although
individual sourcesfor the waves have been difficult to locate,
there are good reasons why many of the wave sources may
be located in the lower atmosphere [Hines, 1960]. In this
study all of the wave sources were assumed to be located in
the tropospheric regions.
A comparison of the image measurementswith the clima•
I
I
I
..]
tological model predictions show almost complete agreement between the predicted (i.e., least restricted) and the
observeddirectionsof wave propagation. Furthermore, with
only one exception the apparent phase speedsof the waves
',
•..: '__
J
....
/
/
'
,'
\
'\
• '-- -..
---'•
/
I
/
J
were always greater than the predicted blocking limits. Thus
the waves responsiblefor the OH patterns observed during
this campaign were probably subjected to considerable di_•
-..
-- _ _../
rectional filtering. The agreementsuggeststhat middle atmospheric winds can play an important role in governing the
flux and azimuthal distribution of short-periodwave energy
-60
-40
-20
0
Z)
•
60
reaching the upper atmosphere. As the filtering theory
assumesa tropospheric origin for the waves, this study is
also consistentwith the generally acceptedidea of a predomFig. ?. Blocking diagram for July at 85 kin. ^11 but one oœthe
inance of lower atmosphere sourcesat mid-latitudes.
wave patterns observed during this period were restricted in aziThe anisotropy observed in the distribution of wave
muth range to -+30ø N.
azimuthsis a key elementof this study. Assumingthe effects
of wind filtering were negligible, this result could conceiv(where known) of the 22 wave displaysrecordedduringthis ably have been caused by a nonuniform distribution of
period. The solid arrows indicate magnitudeand direction of sources.This requires that the wave sourceswere located (1)
the wave motions, while the dashed arrows show direction primarily to the southand west of the optical site duringMay
and June and (2) almost exclusively to the south of the site in
only.
In May, six wave displayswere recordedand four velocity July. Moreover, there should have been no similar type
measurementsmade (see Table 1). Figure 5 showsthat all six sourcesto the east of the optical site for the duration of the
wave patterns moved in directions that were least impeded campaign.While the distributionof wave sourcesduring this
for gravity wave propagation. Moreover, the four measure- period was almostcertainly not uniform, it is highly improbmentsof the phasevelocity were all in excessof the blocking able that it would have given rise to the observed set of wave
limits indicatingunrestrictedwave propagationto OH alti- motions.As the winds in the middle atmosphere(see Figure
tudes. During June (Figure 6), ten wave patterns were 3) can be large comparedwith the apparent phase speedsof
detected, but due to limitations in the observingconditions, the waves (see Table 1), it is much more likely that the
only five velocity measurementswere possible. Neverthe- anisotropyin the data resultedfrom directionalfiltering of an
less, the azimuthal distribution of the patterns were again ensemble of wave motions.
To simplify the investigationthe blocking diagramsshown
favorablefor wave propagationfrom the lower atmosphere.
in
section 5 were computed assumingthat all of the wave
One of the displays observed on June 22 (azimuth 80ø)
exhibiteda velocity that was apparentlyinsufficientfor wave sourceswere located in the vicinity of the optical site. In
propagation up to 85 km. However, the wave azimuth was practice we do not know the actual position of the sources
clearly directed away from the major blocking region (i.e., with respect to the observer. In the absenceof background
almost due east) and the observedphase speed could well winds, gravity waves of a period of -•1 hour would be
have been in excessof the actual blocking limit that existed expected to propagatefrom the source region to OH heights
within a ground range of-•800 km [Freund and Jacka, 1979;
on this night.
During July (Figure 7) the sky conditionsimproved con- Taylor and Hapgood, 1988]. However, as the path of the
siderablyand velocity measurementswere possibleon five gravity wave throughthe atmosphereis stronglydependent
of six displays.Remarkably all but one of the wave patterns upon its intrinsic frequency [Hines, 1960], which changes
recorded during this month exhibited well-defined motion with the prevailing wind conditions (equation (3)), the horitowards the north. Moreover the observedphasespeedsof zontal range over which the waves may propagate can be
the patterns(includingthe display movingtowardsthe south significantlylarger. Thus many of the wave motions imaged
east) significantlyexceededthe nominal blocking limits on by the all-sky camera may have originated from sources
located several hundred kilometers from the observing site.
each occasion.
To investigatethe effectsof varying the sourcelocation on
the blockingdiagrams,wind profilesat points _+4øin latitude
6.
DISCUSSION
and longitude to the north, south, west, and east of the
The spatial and temporal properties of the wave motions optical site were calculated (correspondingto a change in
reported here are typical of the mid-latitude nightglowdis- source position of 890 km in latitude and 680 km in longiplays describedin literature (see, for example, Peterson and tude). Figure 8 shows the total zonal and meridional wind
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Fig. 8. Model resultsshowingthe effect of changingthe locationof the wind profile calculationson (a) the total
zonal and (b) the total meridionalcomponents.The data were computedfor points +_4øin latitude and longitudeto the
north, south, east, and west of the optical site.

componentsfor June. The zonal wind dependssolely upon
the latitude, and plots are given only for points north and
south of the center (optical) site. Some differencesbetween
the south and the center/north profiles arise above 60 km
altitude but they are no greater than the changesthat take
place from June to July (see Figure 3), both of which exhibit
similar blocking diagrams(Figures 6 and 7). The meridional
winds

are more

sensitive

to variations

in source location

(e.g., the profile to the south of center), but as the zonal
winds dominate, the overall effects on the blocking diagrams
are not significant.Thus uncertaintiesin the location of the
wave sourcesof up to several hundred kilometers appear to
have little impact on the net wave filtering. However,
sources located at significantly larger ranges may well encounter different wind profiles than those existing at the
observing site.
As the wave displayswere imaged•f a•r .... f f•
a,,r;..
the night, changes in the tidal contributionsto the wind
profileshave also been investigated.This is important as the
temporalorigin of each wave is not known. For short-period
waves the group velocitiesshouldbe lessthan the observed
phasevelocities(i.e., <50 m/s, seeTable 1), and propagation
times of a few to several hours would be expected [Taylor
and Hapgood, 1988]. To examine the effect of time changes
on the blocking areas, the total zonal and meridional wind
componentswere plotted at 1-hourintervalsover the period

winter months a counterclockwise rotation of the blocking
area from 1000 to 0200 LT occurs. In general, the short-term
effects of the tidal mode changes on the blocking diagrams
were greater than those induced by variations in the source

location. Changesin the blocking area during the course of
the night (see Figure 9) may therefore affect the propagation
of some waves (particularly those moving northward), but
there are no obvious signs of this in our (limited) data set.
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0400 to 0900 UT when most of the data were recorded (2200

to 0300 LT). As expected, the zonal winds showedminimal
,
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changes, but the meridional winds varied substantially.
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Figure 9 illustrates the changesin wave blocking that can
w
E
occur. The diagrams are plotted for June at 2200 and 0200
Fig. 9. Blockingdiagramsfor Juneat 85 km showingthe shortLT. The net effect of the tidal variations appears to be a term effects of tidal mode changeson the location of the restricted
clockwiseexpansionof the major (western)blockingsector. areas for wave propagation. Three local times are shown correA similar trend was also found for May and July. During the spondingto 0400, 0600, and 0800 UT.
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summerplots, the winter blocking diagramsremain virtually
unchanged over the height range 80 to 100 km. On several
occasions,during July, similar wave patterns were imaged in
the OH and OI (557.7 nm) green line emission(peak altitude
---96km). Depending upon the azimuth of the wave motions,
it is possiblethat gravity waves seenin the OH emissionmay
not reach the OI layer. Indeed, attempts to image green line
structure during May and June when several of the OH wave
patterns had significant eastward components of motion
were unsuccessful. In comparison all but one of the wave
o
patterns imaged in July exhibited strong northward motion
(see Figure 7) which is the direction of least blocking at both
the OH and the OI altitudes. Thus although limited, the OI
-20
data provide further support of wave filtering by winds.
The sourcesof the waves observed during this period are
under investigation but are currently unknown. An unexpected consequenceof this analysis points toward a tropospheric origin for the bulk of the wave motions. During the
campaign, many thunderstorms were reported over Colorado and the neighboringstates. Thunderstorm activity has
-60
-40
-20
0
20
40
60
been identified as a source of short-period gravity waves on
W
E
at least one prior occasion [Taylor and Hapgood, 1988]. By
comparing the properties of the image data with the distriFig. 10. Blocking diagramsfor May showingthe effect of changbution
of thunderstormsand other troposphericdisturbances
ing the height of the investigationon the location and shapeof the
it may be possibleto identify individual wave sourcesusing
restricted areas. Two height levels at 80 and 100 km are shown. The
80-km plot (dark shadedarea) is very similar to that of Figure 5. the wind-filtering model.
However, the 100-km plot (light shaded area) shows a marked
The results of this study are quite remarkable when it is
increase in the blocking area to the east. Any waves propagating
recalled that the blocking diagrams were developed using
upward toward the east at OH altitudes will be strongly filtered
climatological data which provide only an estimate of the
before they reach this height.
wave filtering to be expected at any given site for this time of
the year. Ideally, for this type of investigation, simultaneous
The filtering of a gravity wave by its absorptioninto the wind profile measurementsshouldbe made in the vicinity of
mean flow at a critical layer applies only when the back- the nightglow observations. The fact that the wave data
ground winds through which the wave is propagating are collected over the 3-month period exhibited magnitudesand
stable (i.e., when the Richardson's number, Ri, of the directions consistent with the model results suggeststhat
backgroundmedium is significantlygreater than 1/4). Wind climatological data are probably sufficient for this type of
profiles exhibiting very steep vertical gradients (Ri < 1/4) study. However, more measurementsare needed before any
are naturally unstable and reradiation or overreflection of the firm conclusionscan be drawn on this point. In particular,
gravity wave can occur [Jones, 1968; Fritts, 1978; He et al.,
data taken during the winter months from a similar mid1991]. Under these circumstances the effect of the wind
latitude site when the zonal winds blow toward the east (i.e.,
filtering on the gravity waves needs to be reassessed. An in the oppositedirection to the summerflow) shouldprovide
examination of a large number of climatological data on a further important test for the theory.
background winds and atmospherictides has yielded little
evidence for such steep vertical gradients. Nevertheless, it is
7.
SUMMARY
quite possible that a chance combination of background
winds with other long-period gravity waves may induce
The critical layer theory for gravity wave filtering has been
localized regions of instability into the real wind profile. applied to an extended set of nightglow measurements to
However, the overall agreement between the critical layer study the effects of middle atmosphericwinds on the proptheory and the nightglow observationspresented here sug- agation of short-periodgravity waves. All-sky images of the
gest that the occurrence of unstable backgroundwinds may NIR OH emissionsare well suited for this research as they
be relatively rare.
provide precise information on the directions of motion and
Figure 10 illustrates the effect of changingthe altitude of the apparent speedsof the waves reaching the upper atmothe blocking investigation. Two heights, 80 and 100 km, are sphere. The measurementsreported here show almost total
plotted showing the changes in the blocked areas for the agreement between the observed and the permitted wave
optical site at local midnight during May. As discussed azimuths and speeds. This result indicates that the flow of
earlier, below 90 km, most of the blocking occurs for wave energy into the upper atmosphere can be significantly
westward propagating waves. However, above 90 km,
modified by the background winds. Whether wind filtering
strong blocking occurs for both eastward and westward dominatesthe flux of short-periodwave energy at other sites
propagating waves. Similar results were obtained during (at high, medium, and low latitudes) and times of the year
June and July. For comparison the blocking diagrams for has yet to be determined. If further nightglow measurements
winter solstice conditions (December) were also plotted. substantiatethese findings, the wind-filtering model may be
These plots (not shown) indicate major blocking for east- used to help make a more quantitative investigation of the
ward wave motion for altitudes up to 100 km. Unlike the dominant wave sourcesand to study regional and seasonal
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effects of short-periodgravity waves on the dynamicsof the
upper atmosphere.
While one may well argue that only instantaneouswind
profiles measuredat the sametime as the airglow data should
be used, the combined data collected over 3 months, the
general consistency between the forbidden region of the
blocking diagrams and the observed gravity wave propagation directions as well as magnitudes, would all suggestthat

in the late spring and early summer months there may well
be gravity wave (GW) directional filtering. Further verifications were found when the OH data taken by Lowe et at. on
April 18, 1991, in London, Ontario, were checked with the
blocking diagrams for London. The time of the year for this
particular data set is of special interest. Obviously, more
observations are needed before any firm conclusionscan be
drawn. Data taken during the winter when the zonal winds
are blowing eastward (in the opposite direction) should give
this theory a further important test.
We should mention that the filtering of a gravity wave
through its absorption into the mean flow at the critical layer
region applies only to stable background winds (i.e., the
Richardson's number of the background winds is much
greater than 1/4). For wind profiles with much steeper
vertical gradients so that the background becomes unstable,
reradiation and overreflection [Jones, 1968; Fritts, 1978; He
et at., 1991] can occur. Under such circumstances the
gravity wave blocking has to be entirely reexamined. How-

ever, in examining a large number of climatological background winds and atmospheric tides, we are unable to find
much evidence for such steep vertical background wind
gradients. It is always possible, of course, for instantaneous
wind profiles, modified by long-period "background" gravity waves, to exhibit such background instability. But the
overall consistency between the observed GW propagation
and the blocking diagramswould suggestthat the occurrence
of such unstable background winds would be relatively rare.
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